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M.COM.  (THIRD - SEMESTER)
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PAPER THIRD

(ADVANCE COST ACCOUNTING)

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 80
[Minimum Pass marks : 16



Note- Attempt all sections as directed.


Section - A

(Objective/Multiple Choice Questions)
                          (1 mark each)

1. 


A 

B 

C 
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The head office of the institute of ICWA is situated at -
(A) KolKata
(B) Mumbai
(C) Delhi

2. 


(A) 

(B) ABC

(C) 
In which of the following inventory control method items
of inventory are classified according to their value and
importance?
(A) Perpetual Inventory System
(B) ABC Technique
(C) EOQ

3. 

(A)

(B)

(C)  
Rowan Premium plan is an improvement over -
(A) Taylor Plan
(B) Gantt Bonus
(C) Halsay Plan

4. 

(A)   

(B)  

(C)  
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Wages sheet is prepared by-
(A) Time Keeping Department
(B) Personnel Department
(C) Payroll Department

5. 

(A)  

(B)   

(C)   

Cost Plus contract is useful to -
(A) Contractor
(B) Contractee
(C) Both of them

6. 

(A)  

(B) 

(C) 

Fixed and variable cost classification is special
importance in-
(A) Unit Cost
(B) Operating Cost
(C) Contract Cost

7. 

(A)  

(B)  

(C) 
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Loss on incomplete contract is transferd to

(A) P & L

(B) Work-in-progress

(C) Both

8.  _______

BEP is the point of _______

9.  _______

Difference between Actual sale and BEP called. _______

10. 

()

Increase in current Liability is source of cash.

(True/ False)

11.  _______

Ideal level of current ratio is _______

12. 



Purchase of Trade stock is uses of fund.

(True/ False)

13.     

(A)  

(B)  

(C) 

(D) 
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Who is the originator of Management A/C Contractor?

(A) J. Bally

(B) James H. Bliss

(C) Pigoo

(D) Anthony R

14.  ()

Depreciation is sources of fund (True /False)

15. += .................

Sale - (F.C + V.C) = .................

16. ×= .................

Margin of Safety × P/V Ratio = .................

17. N/P Ratio = .................

If Operating Ratio 70% than N/P Ratio = .................

18. _____

On which A/C Standard cash Flow Statement Based____

19.  .................

Formula of Minimum Price is .................

20. 

(A)

(B)

(C) 

(D)
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Financial Statement includes-

(A) Trading A/C
(B) P& L  A/C
(C) B/S

(D) All of the above

     

Section - B


 (Very Short Questions)

        (2 marks each)




Write answer of any eight questions. (each - 2 marks)

1. 

What is meant by Current Assets?

2. 

What is Margin of Safety?

3. 

What is depression price?

4. 

What is formula of Inventory Turnover Ratio?

5. 

What is Master Budget?

6. 

What is abnormal effectiveness?
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7. 

What is time -leg in payment?

8. 

What is incentive wage  system?

9. 
What is bin card?

10. 
What is overhead?



Section - C



(Short Answer Type Questions)

          (3 marks each)

 


Note : Attempt any eight questions from 10. (each 3
marks)

1. 

What do you mean by ABC Analysis?

2.  

Classify overhead into Headings

3.  

Discuss the main features of zero base budgeting.
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4. 



A worker is paid Rs 2.5 per hour for the work to be com-
pleted in 8 hours. What is wages as per Rowan scheme?

5. 

What is Material control?

6.    

Give the imaginary Specimen of contract A/c.

7. 

A  

B  

Explain briefly -

(A) Sale Budget

(B) Material Budget.

8. 

What is Rowan Premium Plan?

9. 

What is Transport Costing?

10. 

What do you mean by Prime Cost?
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Section - D



(Long Answer Type Questions)

       (5 marks each)



Note : Attempt  all  the four questions

1.  

Calculate Inventory Turnover.

 

Maximum Stock 9000 Unit



Order Level 3000 Unit



Minimum Stock Level 1200 Unit



Re-Order Quantity 7800 Unit



Normal Consumption 300 Unit per day

Or
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Discuss the importance of financial statement.

2. 

What is fund flow statement? What is its importance in
accounting system?

Or

      


  

  

  


 

From the following statement calculate cash flow from
investing activities-

Particular March 2018 March 2019

Machinery (at cost) 8,00,000 8,40,000

Acumulated Depreciation 2,00,000 2,20,000

During the year Machine costing Rs 80,000, with
Acumulated Depreciation for Rs 48000 was sold
40,000 Rs.
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3. 

(A)  

 

(B)  

 

Calculated P/V Ratio-

(A) Profit 2,00,000

Margin of Safty 

(B) Fixed Cost 1,00,000

BEF 4,00,000

Or

  

Discuss differance between standared cost and standard
costing.

4.  

Explain Margin Costing Meaning, usefulness and
limitations.

Or


  

What is the objectives of budgeting ? Discuss the es-
sential features of an effective budget.


